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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PayPal Holdings, Inc. is a technology platform and digital payments
company that enables digital and mobile payments on behalf of
consumers and merchants. The Company's combined payment
solutions, including its PayPal, PayPal Credit, Braintree, Venmo, Xoom,
iZettle, and Hyperwallet products and services, comprise its Payments
Platform. It operates a two-sided network that links its customers around the globe to facilitate the
processing of payment transactions, allowing it to connect merchants and consumers. The
Company allows its customers to use their account for both purchase and paying for goods, as well
as to transfer and withdraw funds. It enables consumers to exchange funds with merchants using
funding sources, which include bank account, PayPal account balance, PayPal Credit account,
credit and debit card or other stored value products. The Company also offers consumers
person-to-person (P2P) payment solutions through its PayPal Website and mobile application,
Venmo and Xoom.

COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS
InSight has modeled out Paypal earnings per share to be +$4.50 in 2021 and we expect 24%
expansion on that figure in 2022 to bring annual earnings to $5.60 per share in 2022. The company
stands to benefit from expanded usage during the pandemic and a pace of acquisition to match. If the company can
continue both the growth of its core business and the bolt on acquisitions that continue to aid a truly revolutionary
payments ecosystem. Revenue growth in 2020 was 21%, and a continuation of 20%-22% in 2021 is expected by InSight.
Covid-19 became an unforeseen boon to online payments, and we think the recoil effect from the economy opening back
up will be a continued tailwind for the whole payments sector. Expansion beyond the U.S. is promising, and the
monetization of mobile users is the future for the company. Total payments volume (TPV) grew 36% in the last year, new
users grew by 72%, and expanding margins make PYPL the cominate player in online payments.
● Acquisitions are a promising source of growth for the Paypal balance sheet. 20 major investments and full

purchases of companies since 2017 has fueled growth and will be the key to further expansions.
● PYPL raised $5 billion in structured debt. Half of that debt will refinance already low cost debt, and the remaining

will continue to feed that aquaistin rate.
● While we are both bullish on the space and the company, we think the run up in pricing has led to a near term

bubble in its price, we will be looking to add more to the portfolio if the market provides pricing windows or
opportunity.

● We think that if/when margins continue to expand it can easily grow into its current prices.
● PYPL’s “Buy Now Pay Later” option is a uniquely exciting offering as consumers return to their debt/financing

habits and the pandemic subsides.
● Paypal is becoming currency agnostic. As an active wallet for cryptocurrencies and regardless of the long term

impact of crpyto on payments or the ‘success’ of any single digital exchange Paypal remains a great play for
capturing the payment processing value from those using any medium.

● The corporate goal of daily application for its customers is around the corner
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SECTOR OVERVIEW
Paypal is part of the Technology sector and relegated to the IT services group. Though we feel the technology sector
needs to restructured to include a group specific to eCommerce transactions. This company is currently just over 3% of
the broader Technology group. But it, Visa, and Mastercard all make up only about 10% of all of technology. Inclusion of
PYPL represents a more pure play into the payments space and an outsized bet divergent from the border indexes. We
think the whole payments space is due for expansion, and while benchmarked against other technologies like AI and
semiconductor will make it seem small, it will grow faster as a subgroup then GDP and stand to benefit directly from its
connection to the consumer.

IMPACT INSIGHT (Lazy, Low Risk, Laggard)

-B Rating
Environmentally - Paypal is a low environmental risk, and somewhat laggard in its decision to change. While we see
environmental risks among the lowest for Paypal, their acknowledgement and plan of action is decades behind its peers in
technology and payments. In 2019 PYPL became more aware of its impact and only then established a corporate plan of
action to address these risks. Little in the way of commitments have come out of these efforts.

Socially - Paypal has done remarkable and impressive work in pay equality on both ethnic and gender lines. It has also
made corporate commitments to support and foster minority owned business. But while the disparity figures in wages are
low and the support of minority communities is nice, there have been little to no structural changes we can point to that
confit these efforts are controllable. Though a company ‘organically’ having pay equality is nothing to deride it for.

Governance - Governance is the point of greatest concern for Paypal. While there have not been any major moments of
concern, the acquisition rate for the company always leaves space for companies to absorb and inherent bad habits of
other similar non publicly traded companies. We have trusted corporate due diligence and the oversight of markets to
monitor the fiduciary and strategic responsibilities of PYPL but are always cautious of companies that too eagerly bolt on
services only to find there have been mistakes on inherited risk. The acquisitions and the company itself are reviewed by
the rigors of DoJ and the SEC. There is no unique acquisition that gives us cause for concern. 
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